Godin Freeway SA

2-Voice: Electric & 13-pin Capabilities

Specs

Rock Maple Neck
Ergocut Rosewood Fingerboard
12” (300 mm) Fingerboard Radius
25 1/2” (647.5 mm) Scale
1 11/16” (43 mm) Nut Width
Body is Silver Leaf Maple with Poplar Wings
Highly figured maple veneer on Lightburst model
Godin Design Pickups: Humbucker/Single/Humbucker
Dual Outputs: 1/4” & 13-pin (Ghost System)
5-way Switch, 1x Volume, 1x Tone, 1x Synth Volume,
1x Momentary Switch & 1x 3-way Toggle
Tremolo Bridge
Color: Black HG & Lightburst Leatop HG
Includes Godin Gig Bag

Pickup Configurations

Pos. 1: A, B
Pos. 2: A, B, C
Pos. 3: C
Pos. 4: C, D, E
Pos. 5: D, E

3-way Toggle Switch:
Pos. 1: Synth
Pos. 2: Synth & Guitar
Pos. 3: Guitar

Momentary Switch:
Program Up / Program Down

Dual Outputs

* Use 1/4” Output through Guitar Amp or PA for optimal sound.
** Use 13-pin Output for either (A) Synth Access or (B) Computer Access as shown.
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